I think thirty speeches are quite enough for one morning so I will be brief. You all had interesting quotations in your speeches. You know my favorite that I have often quoted at Graduation. It's from a famous child psychiatrist and author called Robert Coles and he said this:

“It is a good thing to be smart. But the smarted thing is to know that you must be good.”

So, we know you are smart. We hope you will be good. We hope you will make good decisions in secondary school and college. We hope you will build happy families, and always have loyal and true friends. We hope you will find a way to contribute to the world in your work. We hope that some of you will come back and teach at Wyndcroft. And, we definitely hope that one of you will be the first alum to give Wyndcroft a million dollars!

You were a great class! We love you, we won’t forget you. Don’t forget Wyndcroft.